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ABSTRACT: Rubber-like thermosetting epoxy asphalt
composites (REACs) were prepared by curing epoxy resin
(diglycidyl ether of bisphenol A) with curing agents sys-
tem made up of maleated petroleum asphalt, adipic acid,
and methylhexahydrophthalic anhydride. REACs’ glass
transition temperatures (Tg) and mechanics performances
were investigated by differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC) and universal tester, respectively. DSC results indi-
cated that REACs had homogeneous phase structures, and
their Tg were lower than room temperature. Large elonga-
tion at break (eb), as high as 150–286%, and atypical yield-
ing behaviors similar to so-called ‘‘hard elastic’’
thermoplastics were observed simultaneously for the first

time as to thermosetting epoxy composites at room tem-
perature. The striking characteristics of REACs were
ascribed to the formation of unique asphalt-filled bimodal
networks, consisting of simultaneous cured maleated
asphalt short-chain and dicarboxylic acid long-chain inter-
penetrating bimodal networks and wherewith filled
unmaleated asphalt. The experimental results suggest that
these inexpensive REACs may find promising applications
in many engineering fields. VC 2010 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
J Appl Polym Sci 116: 1678–1685, 2010
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INTRODUCTION

Epoxy resins are used widely in thermosetting mate-
rials because of their good mechanical, thermal, and
electrical properties. To further strengthen the prop-
erties of epoxy resins, especially to toughen epoxy
resins, many methods have been developed, such as
modifying with an additional phase,1,2 usage of flex-
ible curing agents,3,4 forming interpenetrating net-
works with thermoplastics.5,6 These modifications
have improved epoxy resin’s toughness to some
extent. On the other hand, asphalt is a typical visco-
elastic and thermoplastic material. At high tempera-
ture, the viscous properties dominate and the
asphalt tends to flow, whereas at low temperature,
the elastic properties dominate and the asphalt tends
to resist flow. Wherefore, its applications are re-
stricted by the temperature sensitivity, which reflects
the thermoplastic nature of asphalt. To avoid the
temperature sensitivity, kinds of modification meth-

ods including physical coblends7–11 and chemical
modifications12–14 have been developed. Although
the adoption of these methods results in somewhat
improvement of the asphalt properties, the corre-
sponding modified asphalts were also thermoplastic
in essence.
It is attractive to combine two different materials

into one composite to simultaneously avoid thermo-
plastic nature of asphalt and brittleness of epoxy
resin. Thermosetting epoxy asphalt composites
(EACs)15–21 have been broadly investigated in last 3
decades. Nevertheless, epoxy resin and the asphalt
tend to separate from each other due to their poor
compatibility. The EACs are brittle glassy compo-
sites at room temperature; in other words, they are
not elastic or rubber like. However, rubber-like ther-
mosetting composites usually imply composites
related to polyurethane,22–24 and rubber-like thermo-
setting EAC (REAC) was almost not reported.
To prepare stable REACs, we conceive that first

modifying the common used petroleum asphalt with
maleic anhydride (MAH)25–27 to obtain the maleated
asphalt, which can be cured by the epoxy resin so as
to improve the compatibility of asphalt and epoxy
resin, and hence, avoiding the asphalt bleeding from
the curing product at the most extent. Moreover, the
maleated asphalt could present many short chains
that would enhance the cured composites’ intensity,
according to the bimodal networks theory.28–30 After-
ward, adipic acid (AA) and methylhexahydrophthalic
anhydride (MeHHPA) are added as long-chain
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flexible epoxy curing agents to increase the elonga-
tion and tensile strength of the cured REACs.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials

Maleic anhydride (MAH, Wuxi Resin, Wuxi,
China), adipic acid (AA, Yongzai Chemical, Zhe-
jiang, China), methylhexahydrophthalic anhydride
(MeHHPA, Guanghui Hitech Chemical, Changzhou,
China), Asphalt (90#, Shell, China), and epoxy resin
(E-51, diglycidyl ether of bisphenol A, Wuxi Resin,
Wuxi, China) were used as received.

Preparation of component A

Reactions were carried out in a wide-mouthed glass
flask fitted with a mechanical stirrer, a condenser
(warm water refluxing, 75–85�C), a gas inlet for N2

purge, and a thermocouple. First, MAH was added
into the flask loaded with 150�C asphalt (4 : 100,
wt.). It was stirred for 4–6 h keeping the temperature
to carry out the maleation reaction of asphalts. Then,
AA and MeHHPA (10 : 1, wt.) were poured into the
flask subsequently. Finally, mixture was agitated for
about 0.5 h, and N2 was purged for 1 h. The end
product was designated as component A and the ep-
oxy resin E-51 as component B. Control experiments
were carried out as above in the absence of MAH or
asphalt, respectively.

Characterization and measurement

Direct tensile

Component A and B were heated to 120�C, mixed
and sheared for 1 min, and then, the mixture was

poured into heated (120�C) mold and baked (120�C)
in an oven to cure for 4 h. The cured REAC was
demoulded and cooled to room temperature (23�C).
The uniaxial tensile test was carried out using a
WDW-2000 Universal Tester (Changchun Kexin Test
Machine, China) according to ASTM D638.

Differential scanning calorimetry

To determine the glass transition temperature, which
was obtained from the midpoint of the endotherm
of differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) curve or
peak of the derivative heat capacity vs. temperature
curve,31 a TA DSC Q 10 was used. Approximately
10–20 mg of sample, after uniaxial tensile test, was
placed into a sealed alumina crucible and put inside
the furnace under a blanket of nitrogen purging at a
rate of 20 mL min�1. The temperature was increased
to 300�C from �50�C at a rate of 10�C min�1.

Fluorescence microscope

Fluorescence microscope (CFM-300E, Shanghai
Changfang Optical Instruments, Shanghai, China) was
used to observe the microstructure of componentA.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Glass transition

As shown in Figure 1, REAC has only one glass
transition temperature (Tg) in the range of �30 to
300�C. Figure 2 shows that with the increase of
Cmaleated asphalt (maleated asphalt content of compo-
nent A), REAC’s glass transition temperature (Tg)
increases because the maleated asphalt as the short
chain curing agents of epoxy resins results in higher

Figure 1 DSC and its differential coefficient curves of
REAC-15. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue,
which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com].

Figure 2 Differential of DSC curves. [Color figure can be
viewed in the online issue, which is available at
www.interscience.wiley.com].
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crosslinking density of the cured REACs. The sharp
peaks of Tg indicate that maleated asphalt and epoxy
have good compatibility, which means maleation
effectively avoid asphalt bleeding from the cured
REACs, as we conceived. Also, Tg of every REACs,
which is below room temperature, reveals that
REACs are homogeneous and rubber-like materials.

Mechanics

Tensile strength and Young’s modulus

As shown in Figures 3 and 4 and Table I, REACs ex-
hibit striking mechanical properties in two aspects.
One is the large elongation at break (eb), as high as
150–280%, and the other is the atypical yielding
behavior.

Figure 3 shows typical stress–strain curves for
REACs with different maleated asphalt contents of
component A. REAC-15 exhibited a high eb of 286%.
(Here, the sample codes for REACs were defined by
Cmaleated asphalt, e.g., REAC-15 when Cmaleated asphalt is
15 wt %). It is the highest value ever reported for
conventional asphalt or modified asphalt and epoxy
composites. The stress–strain curves varied greatly
depending on Cmaleated asphalt, as shown in Figure 3,
whereas the general features of the curves were sim-
ilar for all REACs. The Young’s modulus (Ei) and
ultimate tensile strength (r) increased evidently (Ta-
ble I) with Cmaleated asphalt. It should be noted that
the fracture energy (J ¼ R eb

0 rde, used to characterize
materials’ toughness32) of REAC-55 was as many as
five times higher than that of the REAC-0 (espe-
cially, REAC-0 was cured at 120�C for 8 h, whereas
others were cured at 120�C for 4 h).

Moreover, the stress–strain curves have no evident
yield point and upturns at the last tensile stage,

which are different from conventional rubber-like
ones. The atypical yielding behavior of REACs was
accompanied by high elongation, which is evident in
both the stress–strain curve (Fig. 3) and direct obser-
vation (Fig. 4). Furthermore, tensile test indicated
that REACs had large deformation and no-necking
phenomena like rubbers and had times higher
Young’s modulus than rubbers. (According to
ASTM’s definition, rubbers’ Young’s modulus are of
1–10 MPa).
In previous studies of material mechanical proper-

ties, similar yielding behavior and associated no-
necking phenomena were observed for many poly-
meric materials so-called ‘‘hard-elastic materials,’’
such as PP,33 PE,34 PVDF,35 or HIPS36 prepared by
special technique. However, in all cases, they were
thermoplastic. Thus, for the thermosetting epoxy
composites, it is reported for the first time that ther-
mosetting REACs have atypical yielding (and no-
necking) and large elongation simultaneously, distin-
guishing them from previous materials.
In this regard, the stress–strain curve was divided

into three regions (Fig. 3). The first section (I) is an
initial linear-elastic region with high modulus. The
second (II) is an interim region. The third (III) is a
large deformation region at almost constant rate of
stress that starts from the end of interim, which
looks like another linear-elastic region. The charac-
teristic mechanical behavior was observed from all
REACs with different Cmaleated asphalt, although it
was more distinctive in REACs with Cmaleated asphalt

> 15 wt % (Fig. 3). For most of REACs, the interims’
strains were observed at about 3–15%, whereas the
eb and r exhibited a strong dependence on Cmaleated

asphalt (Fig. 3). With Cmaleated asphalt, REACs’ eb and r
were simultaneously improved (Fig. 3) because local
density of crosslinking networks were increased by
the short chains maleated asphalt; however, when
Cmaleated asphalt was higher than a threshold, the
higher local density of crosslinking networks would
increase the global density of crosslinking networks,
and thus, the REAC’s mechanical performance
impaired, as shown in Figure 3 (REAC-60). That is,

Figure 3 Stress–strain curves of REACs. [Color figure can
be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
www.interscience.wiley.com].

Figure 4 Images of tensile behavior of REAC-55. [Color
figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available
at www.interscience.wiley.com].
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all the REACs’ mechanics are consistent with the
judgments of bimodal networks theory.28–30

Compared with these observations, REAC-0 with
the composition corresponding to REAC-55—except
for the unmaleated asphalt instead of the maleated
asphalt—was soft and broken at relative low elonga-
tion, as shown in Figure 3. Also, epoxy resin E-51
cannot be cured by the component A corresponding
to REAC-55 without asphalt at 120�C for over 12 h.
REACs could withstand high levels of deformation
not only in uniaxial elongation as described above
but also in other deformations, such as compression,
tearing, and bending.

Elongation

To clarify the nature of the high elongation, strain–
stress curves were investigated in virtue of rubber-
likes’ phenomenological model. Although many
refinements37–39 have been developed to describe the
stress–strain behavior of rubber-likes, Mooney–Riv-
lin representation is the most popular form used to
discuss rubbers’ stress–strain curves.40–42

reng

k� 1=k2
¼ 2C1 þ 2C2

k

The reduced stress
reng

k�1=k2
is a linear function of the

reciprocal extension ratio (k). reng is the nominal
tensile stress (reng ¼ f/A0, test force divided by the
initial cross-sectional area of sample); the extension
ratio k is the ratio of deformed and initial length (k
¼ l/l0); C1 and C2 are adjustable parameters. C1 is
related to crosslinking density, obtained from the
Mooney–Rivlin equation’s intercept. According to
topological constraints of junction fluctuations
theory in polymer networks,43,44 the phenomenologi-
cal C2 term of the Mooney–Rivlin equation is related
to physical entanglement of the polymer networks,
which can be obtained from the Mooney–Rivlin
equation’s slope.

As shown in Figure 5, stress–strain curves are
plotted as

reng

k�1=k2
against 1/k of all samples. Also, the

plot was divided into three stages, in the initial
strain region of 0.95 < k < 1, REACs exhibit univer-
sal elasticity, and then, Mooney–Rivlin curves con-
verted gradually to be almost horizontal, which

meant strain should be attributed to chemical cross-
linking networks and physical entanglement in the
high-strain region (k < 0.8). However, in the low-
strain region (Fig. 5, 0.95 > k > 0.8), slopes (C2) of
Mooney–Rivlin curves were not a fixed value but
decreased quickly with strain, which implied that
the essential of the REAC’s large elongation was
incarnated not only in physical entanglement net-
works between epoxy cured maleated asphalt and
epoxy cured AA and MeHHPA but also in some
other reasons.
The reason may be of the filler effect of asphalt or

properties of asphalt itself. First, the original
Mooney–Rivilin equation only considered physical
entanglements of networks and chemical crosslink-
ing networks, not including the influence of inactive
stiffness fillers added. In this case, the strain amplifi-
cation factor V, which was derived from Guth equa-
tion,45,46 was used to take into account.

V ¼ 1þ 2:5uþ 14:1u2;

where u is the inactive stiffness filler volume con-
centration. The modified extension ratio K of filled
rubber-likes should be calculated by the following
equation:

TABLE I
Mechanical Properties of REACs

Sample

REAC-60 REAC-55 REAC-35 REAC-15 REAC-0

Cure condition 4 h at 120�C 4 h at 120�C 4 h at 120�C 4 h at 120�C 8 h at 120�C
Tensile strength (MPa) 6.13 6 0.5 9.87 6 0.8 7.67 6 0.4 2.85 6 0.2 1.92 6 0.1
Rupture elongation (%) 156.2 6 6.3 226.1 6 7.1 259.4 6 8.0 286.0 6 9.2 243.4 6 7.5
Young’s Modulus (MPa) 81.9 6 1.3 85.8 6 1.3 75.7 6 0.9 36.5 6 0.5 34.5 6 0.5

Figure 5 Mooney–Rivlin relations of REACs. [Color fig-
ure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available
at www.interscience.wiley.com].
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K ¼ 1þ Ve:

With the use of the strain amplification factor V,
the Mooney–Rivlin graphs have been replotted in
terms of (

reng

K�1=K2) versus K (Fig. 6).
As shown in Figure 6, the modified Mooney–Riv-

lin equations are reduced to linear forms for all
types of specimens in the high-strain region (K <
0.8), which demonstrates that physical entanglement
and chemical crosslinking networks are effected
simultaneously in this region. It validated the judg-
ment from the original Mooney–Rivlin equation.
Furthermore, in the case of REACs, the intercepts of
tensile curves increased with Cmaleated asphalt, which
is attributed to the increase of the density of chemi-
cal crosslinking networks. Also, Figure 6 shows C1

values of maleated asphalt/epoxy composites are
higher than that of unmaleated one because the
addition of MAH introduced additional asphalt–
asphalt and asphalt–epoxy networks.

However, as for the region of strain between 0.8 <
K < 0.95 (Fig. 6), the modified Mooney–Rivilin
model cannot explain well. Therefore, viscoelasticity
of asphalt, which is highly related to change of tem-
perature, have to be considered to understand the
nature of high elongation. Accordingly, experiments
were performed at low and high temperature,
respectively.

As shown in Figure 7, asphalt’s viscoelasticity
effect was obvious when tensile strength was
loaded. At high temperature, the viscous flow state
asphalt begins to intermolecule slip and cannot resist
deformation any more. Although the chemical cross-
linking networks and physical entanglements of
REACs are still worked, they are also weak. There-
fore, the deformation of REAC-55 is linear [Fig. 7(a)]

with eb as high as 225%, r as low as 0.5 MPa at
150�C. Although at low temperature, almost all the
chain segments were frozen, the REACs would be
‘‘hard’’ with r as high as 20.4 MPa [Fig. 7(b)]. How-
ever, asphalt itself has large ‘‘intermolecule free vol-
umes’’47 to adapt shrinkage when cooled down;
thus, REACs exhibited good elasticity with eb as
high as 5.9% at �40�C.
After considering the combined analytical data,

we propose that the REACs structures, depicted
graphically in Figure 8, were formed as follows: first,
some of the asphalt was maleated [Fig. 8(I)]; then,
the unmaleated asphalt was attached with maleated
asphalt [Fig. 8(II)] by the mechanical agitating and
dispersing; when the curing agents AA and
MeHHPA were added, they formed a kind of homo-
geneous phase (colloid) structure macroscopically
[maleated asphalt as a kind of compatilizer, Fig.
8(III)]. Nevertheless, these curing agents with
maleated asphalt and the bulk of the asphalt colloid
formed sea-tideland-island colloid structures on a
microscope scale, consisting of continuous sea of
curing agents, dispersed island phase of asphalt,
and in-between tideland of maleated asphalt. The
sea-tideland-island morphology observed in the
microscope image is latently formed in component
A (Fig. 9).
As the curing agents’ sea and maleated asphalt

tideland are cured by the component B simultane-
ously, 3D thermosetting simultaneous interpenetrat-
ing networks (SIN) [Fig. 8(IV)] structure was
formed. The density of crosslinking networks varies
with Cmaleated asphalt and naturally increases with
Cmaleated asphalt. When Cmaleated asphalt is very low, the
density of crosslinking networks should be relatively
weak, as also confirmed by direct tensile test (Fig. 3,
REAC-15).
The tensile deformation of REACs, with three

stages (Fig. 3), is explicable in terms of the proposed

Figure 6 Modified Mooney–Rivlin relations of REACs.
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is
available at www.interscience.wiley.com].

Figure 7 Stress–strain curves of REAC-55 at �40�C and
60�C.
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model for the REACs depicted in Figure 8(IV). The
first, low-strain region (I) with high modulus may
correspond to the change of bond length and bond
angle. When the stress increased beyond some criti-
cal value, the entanglements of networks began to
deform gradually, in accordance with the region (II).
The neighbored large deformation (stage III) should
be attributed to tensile of chemical crosslinking net-
works to some degree accompanied by viscous de-
formation of asphalt colloid.

The high elongation and tensile strength observed
in REACs are attributable to two main factors. One

is the ‘‘hard’’ asphalt colloid. If there is no hard
asphalt, for example, when asphalt is in the viscous
flow state, the epoxy networks will be easy to rup-
ture. It happens at high temperature (Fig. 7). The
other is the formation of a SIN crosslinking networks
structure between curing agents systems and
maleated asphalt. In the case of REACs, the long-
chain curing agents of AA (functionality ¼ 2) and
MeHHPA (functionality ¼ 2) and short-chain
maleated asphalt (functionality > 2) react with ep-
oxy resin E-51, which formed local-high-global-low
density crosslinking bimodal networks. If there is no

Figure 8 Scheme of the formation process of REACs. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available
at www.interscience.wiley.com].
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local-high density of crosslinking to bear the loaded
stress, the REACs will be soft or even difficult to be
cured, which happened in REAC-0 and control
experiment without asphalt. If the local crosslinking
density is higher than some critical value, the elon-
gation and intensity will be changed to decrease
(Fig. 3, REAC-60), and if the global crosslinking den-
sity is high, the high elongation will not exist like
other traditional cured epoxy resins.48–50

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have prepared and characterized
novel REACs with high elongation and tensile
strength, consisting of cured short-chain maleated
asphalt and long-chain curing agents of AA and
MeHHPA with epoxy resin E-51. The mechanical
properties of REACs could be controlled, in terms of
ultimate strength, Young’s modulus, and elongation
at break, by altering the maleated asphalt content
(Cmaleated asphalt). The fracture energy of REACs was
times higher than epoxy/(unmaleated asphalt) com-
posite. Also, REACs show phenomena of critical me-
chanical conversion when Cmaleated asphalt > 55%. All
the mechanical characteristics are totally distinct
from those of cured conventional epoxy composites
and asphalt or modified asphalt. Moreover, REACs
exhibit atypical yielding behaviors and no-necking
phenomena distinguishing them from previous
materials. These characteristics of REACs were
ascribed to the formation of a unique asphalt-filled
‘‘local-high-global-low’’ density crosslinking bimodal
network morphology, consisting of cured maleated
asphalt short-chain crosslinkings, cured AA and

MeHHPA long-chain crosslinkings, and wherewith
filled asphalt colloid. As REACs could be prepared
in forms of films, sheets, rods, columns, and hollow
tubes, they provide a new type of soft composites
useful for advanced research and technologies, such
as in civil, electric, or electronic engineering.
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